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The Big Mushroom Cloud Festival  

Ever wondered what the fury and angst in musical psychedelic was all about? We’re 
sure the answers have eluded you ever since. The anti establishment slogans, and 
the rebellious slur seem like a lot of work. The Big Mushroom Cloud Festival allows 
you to peacefully indulge in sloth. Revel in mellow undertones of ambient 
composition, rather than forcefully disrupting brain waves by ODing on morsels of 
wrath filled music. Psychedelic music takes an all new albeit soulful avatar in bands 
like The Bicycle Days, Clippedwingsatellite, Parachute xi, Cactus Leper and Drones 
from the Turbine.  

We’re reigniting the spirit of the Kumbayah era, minus the hallucinogens. Music is 
the stimulant, and soaking in it will take you to new heights of awesomeness!! 
Expect reverberating innards, tingly nerve endings and insidious explosions within 
the cranium. A complete Audio Visual experience is what it is. Transforming, 
invigorating, a coming together of fellow peace lovers – The Big Mushroom Cloud 
Festival. Be There!!! 

 

ClippedWingSatellite    

 

Clippedwingsatellite’s sound swims in a labyrinth of dark expressionism, while 
progressing seamlessly into mellow harmonics. At times jagged and heavy, the 
music ignites cob web laden parts of the cerebral basin. The progression from edgy 
riffs to melodic tones catches you unawares. Reminiscent of the rich, soulful melody 
of the Tubular Bells, you’ll find yourself being carried around on a pleasantly shaky 
ride into the unexpected realms of your being. A perfect marriage of rock centric 
tones with ethereal sound! There are spells where the harmonics acts like a 
soothing balm on the psyche, but you’re suddenly transported to an adrenaline 
gushing state by spells of serrated music. All in all, Clippedwingsatellite is an 
unpredictable masseuse, gently letting your experience sway between marvelous 
extremes of gravity and bliss.  

 

 

 

 



Drones From the Turbine 

Apt – Drones from the Turbine. Remember being lost in thoughts while the sound of 
the ceiling fan plays rhythmically in the background, somewhat aiding in 
streamlining the thought process. Drones’ sound is smooth and easy on the 
auditory senses. Lush, mellifluous and contradicting it’s name if taken in a literal 
sense of the term. Who cares about literal though, ‘cos the lyrics read like a piquant 
parable, fraught with abstract insight, highlighting the enduring kinks in the human 
psyche. Immersing yourself in the music is equivalent to journeying through a more 
serene and mystical pathway. Meditative! 

 

Parachute xi 

Don’t bail out… Yet. With Parachute XVI you never know what's coming next. 
Soaring ballads, crunchy rock’n’roll riffs, adventures in time signatures, ‘progadelia’, 
or just flat out improvisation. This is no hobby for Parachute XVI, and nothing is 
done in half measure as they obsessively think up ways of taking their music and 
their band to the next level. Not many Indian bands will record in the first few 
months of their existence, most are content jamming around covers trying to “find 
themselves”. Parachute XVI jumped head first into Acoustic Garden and recorded a 
four song EP titled Sodium Trail And The Current Beantown Voice released early 
September 2009, and the band is on its course to travel through India to promote 
it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


